
Spotlight on … Skipton Folk Unplugged 

“Skipton Folk Unplugged” runs every Monday at "The Narrow Boat" tavern, Victoria Street, Skipton BD23 1JE, 
commencing at 8:30. The first question people often ask is “Skipton … but that’s in Yorkshire, so what’s it 
doing in the North West Federation of Folk Clubs? Yes, it is in Yorkshire, but quite close to the border, even to 
the pre-1974 Lancashire boundary, and quite a few of us regulars either live in Lancashire or are ex-pat 
Lancastrians. Whatever – it’s nearer to Blackpool than to Scarborough, so as far as we’re concerned that’s the 
North West! 

Skipton Folk Club can trace its lineage back to sessions at the Dog and Gun, Crosshills, near Keighley (also in 
Yorkshire) in the dim and distant 1970s. Since then there have been so many venues that most people have 
long forgotten which of the many pubs in Skipton and the surrounding villages we have occupied at some time. 

The last move was forced upon us about five years ago. In an all-too-familiar scenario, we arrived for the first 
session of the New Year, to be horrified to find the pub locked and in darkness, with a note pinned to the door 
with a simple message “Closed”. So, having been given no notice of this, club regulars were once again forced 
to tramp the streets of Skipton in search of a new home.  

However, we definitely landed on our feet, and are still very excited about our venue "The Narrow Boat" tavern 
on Victoria Street, a cobbled alley linking the town centre with the canal basin. It is an excellent pub which is 
renowned for its intimate ambiance and wide selection of real ales and Continental beers. The company policy 
is “no recorded music”, but live music is actively encouraged. 

The club is in an upstairs room with a wooden floor and high ceiling to give superb acoustics – and it’s always 
nice and warm in the winter. Skipton attracts visitors from far afield, particularly in the summer when they may 
be on holiday in the Yorkshire Dales or boating on the Leeds and Liverpool canal, and many remarked on the 
skill and variety of performers from traditional to singer / songwriters. Visiting singers were also impressed by 
the warm reception from an appreciative audience, who are renowned in particular for joining in choruses.  

 

   

 

Club nights are split approximately 50/50 between guests and singers. Organisers Sheila Kelsall and Alan 
Wilkinson do not normally sing, but can be persuaded occasionally on a singers’ night, so there is a rota of 
club residents / regulars to host the evening. The great variety of residents gives us one of our strengths in 
that each evening is different as they put their particular stamp on it. Residents include Kelly Arkell, an ex-pat 
Geordie living in the Yorkshire Dales, and who calls people from Durham “southerners”, Chris Emmett, who for 
a number of years ran the Hong Kong folk club, Paul Reade, a former resident at the famous Manchester 
Sports Guild (MSG) in the 1970s, superb singer / songwriter Kath Reade, Sam Bishop – a sensitive singer / 
guitarist and interpreter of Bob Dylan songs, Stephanie Emmett and Ellie Owen, excellent singers either 
separately or together in harmony. 

We never close, even in August, and are always pleased to welcome visitors to Skipton, to play, sing, recite, or 
just listen to good music in what we feel is one of the best venues in the country. 
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